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The Ninth Lesson.
Psychic Influence, Etc.

One of the things which have puzzled scientific 
investigators and students of the history of mankind 
is the persistent recurrence of stories, legends and 

traditions relating to the possession and practice of some form 
of Psychic Influence by men of all races and in all ages. The 
investigators have found it easy to dismiss the more primitive 
forms of these stories by the explanation that they were merely 
the result of the crudest form of superstition among the 
uneducated and undeveloped people. But as they turned over 
the pages of history they found that the “idle superstition” still 
maintained its original force, and that its forms increased in 
number and variety. From the repulsive Voodoo practices of the 
African savage, one may trace a straight line to the Witchcraft 
epidemic in New England, and thence on to the present 
time, when the Western world has apparently gone wild on 

“psychism,” and the daily papers are filled with sensational tales 
of mesmeric influence, hypnotism, personal magnetism, etc. 
The books of all ages are filled with tales of psychic influence, 
the Bible containing a number of instances of its practice for 
good or evil.
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At the present time, attention is often called to the wonderful 
instances of the power of the mind, personal magnetism, etc., 
and it is quite common to hear the expression that one has, or 
has not, “personal magnetism”—is, or is not, “magnetic.” Much 
nonsense has been written on this subject, and some of the 
wildest assertions and theories regarding it have been advanced. 
And yet, the truth itself is far more wonderful than are the 
wildest fictions which have been written and taught regarding 
it. Underlying all the popular notions and misconceptions 
regarding Psychic Influence lies a solid basis of fact, the greater 
portion of which is undreamt of by even many of those who 
have been feeding the public taste for sensationalism.

We need scarcely tell our students that the Orientals have 
known and practiced, for centuries past, all known forms of 
occultism, and, in fact, have possessed the secrets which the 
investigators of the West have been striving so laboriously to 
uncover. Scraps of the knowledge have filtered through, and 
have been eagerly seized upon by Western writers, and used as 
the basis for startling claims and theories.

And, much of this hidden knowledge will, and must, remain 
hidden for years to come, because of the undeveloped state 
of the race and the general unfitness of people for this secret 
wisdom. To spread before the general public even a small 
part of certain of the hidden teachings, at this time, would be 
dangerous indeed, and would bring upon the race one of the 
greatest curses known to man. This not because of any wrong 
in the teachings themselves, but because the selfishness of the 
average man or woman is such that they would soon begin to 
use this knowledge for their own personal profit and ends, to 
the detriment and hurt of their fellow‑men. This would avail 
them nothing if the entire race knew enough of the subject—
had advanced far enough intellectually and spiritually to grasp 
and comprehend these teachings, and thus be able to protect 
themselves from the selfish attempts of their unscrupulous 
brothers and sisters. For, as all occultists know, no Black Magic 
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can affect the man or woman who knows his or her real place 
in nature—his or her real powers to resist the practices of 
those who have acquired bits of occult knowledge without the 
spiritual growth which would teach them how to use same 
properly. But the average person of to‑day does not know—
and will not be convinced—of his own power, and therefore 
is unable to protect himself from the psychic attempts of even 
those who have grasped some fragments of occult teachings, 
and are using them for selfish ends.

The improper use of psychic power has long been known 
to occultists as “Black Magic,” which, so far from being a 
remnant of the superstition of the Middle Ages, is a very real 
thing, and is being practiced to‑day to a great extent. Those 
so practicing it are sowing the seeds of their own punishment, 
and every bit of psychic force expended for base and selfish 
ends will unquestionably rebound and react upon the user, but 
nevertheless these people are influencing others that they may 
reap some material gain or pleasure, and the public is being 
more or less imposed upon by such people, although it laughs 
at the idea—considers the matter a joke—and regards those 
who teach the truth as wild visionaries or mentally weak.

Very fortunately, those who would so prostitute psychic 
powers know comparatively little regarding the subject, 
and can use only the simpler forms, but when they come in 
contact with those entirely ignorant of the subject, they are 
able to accomplish more or less by their arts. Many men find, 
sometimes by accident, that they can influence others to their 
bidding, and, not knowing the source of their power, often use 
it just as they would any physical power, or mental strength. 
Such people, however, usually have gradually brought to their 
knowledge (in pursuance with well‑established occult laws) 
something which will lead them to a better understanding of 
the subject, and they begin to see their mistake. Others pick 
up a little bit of occult teaching, and “try it on” others, and, 
seeing the effect, start on the road to “Black Magic,” although 
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scarcely knowing what they are doing. These people, also, are 
warned in certain ways, and given every chance to rectify their 
error. Others seem to understand something of the risk they 
are running, but willingly take it, being fascinated by their new 
sense of power, and blinded by it.

None of these people are allowed to go very far with 
their selfish work, as there are certain influences at work to 
counteract their efforts, and a little good always counteracts a 
great deal of the selfish psychic work—this being an old occult 
truth.

But outside of this bit of elementary “Black Magic,” of 
which we have spoken more in the way of a warning and 
a caution, many people are endowed with faculties which 
make them powers among their fellow‑men and women, and 
their influence is felt in every‑day life, just as the influence of 
the physically strong man is felt in a crowd of weaker people. 
It needs but a moment’s glance at one’s acquaintances to 
show that some of them have a greater influence than have 
others. Some are naturally looked to as leaders and teachers, 
while others naturally fall into place as followers. These strong, 
positive men come to the front in warfare, business life, the 
bar, the pulpit, in the practice of medicine, and in fact, in all 
walks of life and all branches of human endeavor. We notice 
this fact, and speak of this man being possessed of a great deal 
of “Personal Magnetism,” or of that one lacking it. But what 
do we mean by “Personal Magnetism”? Can anyone give an 
intelligent answer? Many are the theories which have been 
advanced to account for this phenomenon, and many are the 
plans advanced to develop this “power.” Of late years many 
teachers have sprung up, claiming to have discovered this secret 
and offering to teach it to all comers at so many dollars a head, 
many sensational announcements having been made to attract 
purchasers of “courses” of instruction, and many the appeals to 
the most selfish motives have been made in order to awaken an 
interest in what is offered for sale. In the majority of cases these 
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teachers have practically nothing to offer and teach, while in 
some few cases they have worked out a sufficient knowledge 
of the subject to be able to give directions whereby one may 
possess himself of a sufficient degree of psychic power to gain 
a certain amount of influence over the ignorant and weak of 
the race. But, fortunately, the majority of these purchasers of 
these teachings have not sufficient confidence in themselves 
or in the teachings to put into practice even the comparatively 
meagre teachings given them. But at least a few have sufficient 
self‑confidence to put these plans into practice, and are able 
to do considerable harm by their ignorant and selfish use of 
powers which are intended for high uses. All these things must 
pass away as the race advances in knowledge and understanding 
of the occult truths, and, in the meantime, those who really 
understand the subject are doing what they can to educate 
the race in its principles, that they may protect themselves, 
psychically, and may not be tempted to make a selfish use of 
the higher powers.

The man or woman of spiritual growth and development can 
afford to smile at the efforts of these dabblers in “Black Magic,” 
at least so far as the fear of any personal injury to or effect upon 
themselves is concerned. Such a one rises to a higher plane to 
which the efforts of the selfish occultist (?) cannot penetrate, 
We will have something to say on this subject of Self Protection, 
toward the end of this lesson, after we have given the student a 
general idea of the several forms of Psychic Influence in general 
use.

We wish to be distinctly understood, however, when we say 
that no attempt will be made in this lesson to uncover a degree 
of occult knowledge which might place in the hands of the 
chance reader a weapon to use for his own selfish ends. This 
is a lesson designed for the Self Protection of those who read 
it—not for the advancement of a knowledge of “Black Magic” 
even in its elementary forms. And let us here caution those 
who read what we will write on this subject that we are serious 
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in what we say regarding the selfish use of occult knowledge—
if they knew but a fragment of the trouble which one may 
bring upon himself by improper occult practices, they would 
drop the subject as quickly as they would a venomous serpent 
which was beginning to warm into life from the heat of their 
hands. Occult powers are for the proper use and protection 
of mankind, not for misuse or abuse, and, like playing with the 
wires of a dynamo, meddling with these powers is apt to prove 
unpleasant to the person who will not heed the warning.

Although many Western writers deny it, all true occultists 
know that all forms of Psychic Influence, including what is called 

“Personal Magnetism,” “Mesmerism,” “Hypnotism,” “Suggestion,” 
etc., are but different manifestations of the same thing. What 
this “thing” is may be readily imagined by those who have 
followed us in our preceding lessons. It is the power of the Mind 
of the individual, operated along the lines mentioned in our 
preceding lessons. We trust that the student has acquainted 
himself with what we have said regarding “The Instinctive 
Mind,” “Thought Dynamics,” “Telepathy,” “Thought Forms,” etc., 
as well as the potency of Prana, that he may understand this 
lesson without too much repetition.

Psychic Influence—and by this we mean all forms of it—
what does it mean? Of what does it consist? How is it called 
into operation? What is its effect? Let us try to answer these 
questions.

We must begin with the Instinctive Mind—one of the Seven 
Principles of Man. We told you (in Lesson ii) that this is a plane 
of mentation shared in common with us by the lower animals, 
at least in its lowest forms. It is the first form of mentation 
reached in the scale of evolution, and, in its lowest stages 
manifests entirely along sub‑conscious lines. Its beginnings 
are seen as far back as the mineral life, manifesting here in the 
formation of crystals, etc. In the lower forms of plant life it 
shows but feebly, and is scarcely a degree above that manifested 
by the mineral. Then, by easy and progressive stages it grows 
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more distinct and higher in the scale, in plant life, until in some 
of the higher forms of plants it even manifests a rudimentary 
form of consciousness. In the kingdom of the lower animals, 
the Instinctive Mind is seen in varying stages, from the almost 
plant‑like intelligence of the lowest forms of animal life, until the 
almost human intelligence of some of the higher animals. Then 
in the lower forms of human life we find it scarcely removed 
from the highest form shown in the lower animals, and as we 
ascend in the scale we find it becoming shaded, colored, and 
influenced by the fifth principle, the Intellect, until we reach 
the highest form of man known to us at this time where we 
see the Intellect in control, asserting its proper position, and 
influencing the lower principle only for good, and avoiding 
the mistakes of the less developed man who pours harmful 
auto‑suggestions into the Instinctive Mind, and works actual 
harm to himself.

In this consideration of the Instinctive Mind, we must 
pass over its wonderful work in superintending the work of 
the physical body, and also some of its other manifestations, 
and must confine ourselves to the subject of the part the 
Instinctive Mind plays in the matter of Psychic Influence—a 
most important part, by the way, as, without the Instinctive 
Mind there could be no operation of Psychic Influence, as there 
would be nothing to be acted upon. The Instinctive Mind is 
the instrument played upon by Psychic Influence. We speak, 
often, as if one’s Intellect were influenced in this way, but this 
is incorrect, for the person is influenced in spite of his Intellect, 
not by means of it—the influence is so strongly impressed upon 
the Instinctive Mind that it runs away heedless of the protests 
of the Intellect, as many persons afterwards recollect to their 
sorrow. Many are the persons who, in their own words, “knew 
better all the time, but did it just the same.”

We will start with what is known as “Suggestion,” and which 
really lies at the bottom of all forms of Psychic Influence, 
personal or “absent.” By Suggestion we mean the influencing 
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or control of the thoughts and actions of another by means 
of a positive command, or a subtle insinuation of the desired 
thought, or any combination of the two, or anything that may 
come between these two extremes. Personal Suggestion is quite 
common in everyday life, in fact, we are constantly giving and 
taking suggestions, consciously and unconsciously, and one 
can scarcely get away from the giving and taking, so long as he 
associates with other persons—hears their voices or reads what 
others have written or printed. But these everyday suggestions 
are relatively unimportant, and lack the force of a conscious 
and deliberate suggestion by one who understands the “Art of 
Suggesting.” Let us first see how and why the suggestions are 
received and acted upon.

As we have said, in the early forms of life the Instinctive Mind 
worked on alone, uninfluenced by Intellect (for Intellect had 
not yet unfolded or developed) totally unconscious, as in plant 
life. As the scale of evolution was mounted, the animal began 
to become dimly conscious, and commenced to be “aware” of 
things, and to perform a something like primitive reasoning 
about them. In order to protect itself from its enemies, the 
animal had to be guided by the rudimentary consciousness 
which was beginning to unfold, and which manifested in and 
through the Instinctive Mind. Some animals progressed more 
rapidly than others of their kind, and naturally began to assert 
themselves and their peculiar power—they found themselves 
doing the thinking for their fellows. They came to be recognized 
as being the ones to look to in cases of danger, or when food 
became scarce, and their leading was generally recognized and 
followed. Leaders sprang up in flocks and herds, and not alone 
(as has been commonly taught in the text‑books) because 
of their brute strength, but also because of their superior 
brain‑power, which may be described as “cunning.” The 

“cunning” animal was quick to recognize danger, and to take 
means to avoid it—quick to discover new ways to gain food, 
and overcome the common enemy, or the prey. Anyone who 
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has been much around domestic animals—or who has studied 
the ways of the wild animals who flock together—will realize 
exactly what we mean. The few led and directed, and the many 
blindly followed and were led.

And, as the development went on, and Man was evolved, the 
same thing manifested itself—leaders sprang into prominence 
and were obeyed. And all along the history of the race up 
until the present time, this same state of affairs exists. A few 
lead and the many follow. Man is an obedient and imitative 
animal. The great majority of people are like sheep—give them 
a “bell‑wether” and they will gladly follow the tinkle of the bell.

But mark this fact—it is a most important one—it is not 
always the man or woman of the greatest amount of what we 
call “intellectual attainment,” education or “book‑learning” 
who is the leader of men—on the contrary, many of such 
people are often the most confirmed followers of leaders. The 
man or woman who leads is the one who feels within himself, 
or herself, that something which may be called a consciousness 
of power—an awareness of the real source of strength and 
power behind them and in them. This “awareness” may not be 
recognized by the Intellect, it may not be understood, but the 
individual feels somehow that he is possessed of power and force, 
or is in contact with power and force which he may use. And 
(speaking of the ordinary man) he consequently gives himself 
a personal credit for it, and begins to use his power. He feels 
the reality of the word “I.” He feels himself as an individual—a 
real thing—an entity—and he, instinctively, proceeds to assert 
himself. These people, as a rule, do not understand the source 
of their power, but it is a matter of “feeling” with them, and 
they naturally make use of the power. They influence others, 
without understanding just “how,” and often wonder how it all 
comes about. And how does it come about? Let us see.

Let us look to the persons who are influenced. What part 
of their mental mechanism or armament is affected? The 
Instinctive Mind, of course. And why are their Instinctive Minds 
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affected so easily, while others are so much less so? That’s just 
the point; let us look into the matter.

In the original state, and during the process of evolution, the 
Instinctive Mind was not influenced thusly, because there was 
nothing to influence it. But as Man developed, the individuals 
who became aware of the dawning sense of their “individuality” 
and real power, began to assert themselves, and their own 
Instinctive Minds and the Instinctive Minds of others began to 
be influenced. The man whose consciousness of individuality—
whose awareness of the “I”—is largely developed, invariably 
influences the Instinctive Mind of the one in whom the 
consciousness is not so fully developed. The Instinctive Mind of 
the less conscious man takes up and acts upon the suggestions 
of the stronger “I,” and also allows the latter’s thought‑waves to 
beat upon it and to be absorbed.

Remember, once more, that it is not the man of purely 
intellectual attainment, culture, or “learning” who has this 
consciousness, although, of course, the higher the intellectual 
attainment of the man the greater the scope of the power of 
the conscious “I” he may possess. Uneducated men are seen 
to have this power, as well as the most highly educated, and 
although their deficient education and training prevents 
them making use of their power to the extent possible to their 
more favored brother, still they exert an influence upon all in 
their “class,” and also upon many who have greater intellectual 
powers than have they. It is not a matter of education, or of 
abstract reasoning, etc.—it is a matter of “consciousness.” 
Those who possess it somehow feel the “I” within them, and 
although it often leads one to an absurd degree of egotism, vain 
self‑pride and conceit, yet a man possessing this consciousness 
to any extent invariably influences others and forces his way 
through the world. The world has given to this manifestation of 
this consciousness the name of “self‑confidence,” etc. You will 
readily recognize it, if you think a moment and look around you 
a little. There are, of course, many degrees of this consciousness, 
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and, everything else being equal, the man or woman will exert 
an influence upon others in precisely the degree that they 
possess this power. This consciousness may be developed and 
increased. It is, however, inferior to the consciousness of the 
man or woman of spiritual attainment, or development, whose 
powers greatly exceed this consciousness on the mental plane.

But to get back to our subject of how the Instinctive Mind is 
influenced. The man whose consciousness of “I” is sufficiently 
developed, suggests to his own Instinctive Mind, and the latter 
naturally looks to its master as the only source of command 
or instruction. But the one who has not this consciousness has 
given but feeble commands of this kind, and his Instinctive 
Mind is not instilled with that confidence that it should possess, 
and finds its master frequently (often invariably) allowing 
it to receive the commands and instructions of others, until 
it automatically takes up and acts upon almost any forcible 
suggestion coming from without. Such outside suggestions 
may be either verbal suggestions or suggestions conveyed by 
the thought‑waves of others.

Many people have no confidence whatever in their own “I”—
they are like human sheep, and naturally follow their leader—
in fact, are unhappy unless they are led. The more forcible the 
commands, the more ready they are to obey. Any statement 
made to them positively and authoritatively is accepted and 
acted upon. Such people live upon “authority,” and constantly 
seek for “precedents” and “examples”—they need somebody 
to lean upon.

To sum up the matter—they are mentally lazy so far as 
exercising the “I” consciousness and developing the same is 
concerned—and they consequently have not asserted their 
control over their Instinctive Mind, but allow it to be open to 
the suggestions and influence of others, who, very often, are less 
qualified to direct it than they are themselves, but who happen 
to have a little more “self‑confidence” and “assurance”—a little 
more consciousness of the “I.”
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Now as to the means whereby the Instinctive Mind is 
influenced. There are innumerable methods and forms of 
practices, conscious and unconscious, whereby such effects are 
produced, but they may be roughly grouped into three general 
classes, viz. (1) Personal Suggestion; (2) Thought Influence, 
present and distant, and (3) Mesmeric or Hypnotic Influence. 
These three forms shade into each other, and are generally 
combined, but it is well to separate them here, that we may 
understand them the better. We will take them up in turn, 
briefly.

Let us first consider Personal Suggestion. As we have said, this 
is most common, and is constantly practiced more or less by all 
of us, and we are all more or less affected by it. We will confine 
ourselves to the most striking forms. Personal Suggestions are 
conveyed by the voice, the manner, the appearance, etc. The 
Instinctive Mind takes for granted, and accepts as truth the 
words, appearance and manners of the positive person, and 
acts upon the same, according to degree of its receptivity. This 
degree varies in persons, according to the degree to which they 
have developed the “I” consciousness, as we have before stated. 
The greater the amount of the “I” consciousness, the less the 
degree of receptivity, unless the person is tired, his attention is 
distracted, is off his guard, or voluntarily opens himself to the 
influence of the other’s mind or words.

The more positive or authoritative the suggestion the 
more readily is it taken up by the receptive Instinctive Mind. 
Suggestion affects a person not through his Intellect but 
through his Instinctive Mind—it operates not by argument 
but by assertions, demands and commands. Suggestions gain 
force by being repeated, and where one is not influenced by 
a single suggestion, repeated suggestions along the same lines 
have a much greater power. Some persons have cultivated 
such a proficiency in the art of Suggestion that one has to be 
on his guard not to unconsciously accept some of the subtle 
suggestions insinuated into the conversation. But one who 
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realizes the “I” consciousness, or, better still, the Real Self 
and its relation to All, has no need to fear the power of the 
suggestionist, as the suggestions will not be able to penetrate his 
well‑guarded Instinctive Mind, or even if it does lodge around 
the outer surface of the mind, it will soon be detected and 
discarded with a smile of amusement. But, a word of caution; 
be on your guard towards those who attempt to lead you not 
by argument or reason, but by assertion, pretended authority, 
plausible manner and a general “taking it for granted” way with 
you. Also keep your eye on those who ask you questions and 
answer them in advance for you, thus: “You like this pattern, 
don’t you?” or “This is what you want, isn’t it?” Suggestion and 
assertion go hand in hand. You can generally tell a Suggestion 
by the company it keeps.

Secondly, let us consider Thought Influence, present and 
distant. As we have stated in previous lessons, every thought 
results in the projection of thought‑waves of greater or lesser 
strength, size and power. We have explained how these 
thought‑waves are sent forth, and how they are received by 
another individual. We are all receiving thought‑waves at 
all times, but comparatively few affect us, as they are not in 
harmony with our own thoughts, moods, character and tastes. 
We attract to our inner consciousness only such thoughts 
as are in harmony with our own. But, if we are of a negative 
character, and allow our Instinctive Mind to go without its 
proper master, and become too receptive, we are in danger 
of having it accept, assimilate and act upon the passing 
thought‑waves surrounding us. We have explained the action 
of the thought‑waves in other lessons, but we did not point 
out this phase of the matter, preferring to take it up here. The 
unguarded Instinctive Mind is not only affected by all sorts of 
passing thought‑waves, which are floated down to it, but is also 
peculiarly liable to be affected by a strong, positive, conscious 
thought‑wave directed toward it by another who wishes 
to influence its owner. Everyone who is trying to influence 
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another person, for good or evil, unconsciously throws off 
thought‑waves of this kind with greater or less effect. And 
some who have learned some of the rudimentary occult truths 
and have prostituted them into Black Magic, consciously and 
deliberately send thought‑waves towards persons whom they 
wish to influence. And if the Instinctive Mind is unguarded by 
its proper master, it is more or less apt to be affected by these 
efforts of selfish and malicious minds.

The tales of Witchcraft days are not all mere delusions and 
superstitions, but underneath the exaggerated reports and 
tales may be found a great foundation of occult truth, readily 
recognized by the advanced occultist as rudimentary occult 
power prostituted into Black Magic. All the combined Black 
Magic or Witchcraft in the world could not affect a man or 
woman who possessed the higher form of consciousness, 
but one of a fearful, superstitious turn of mind, with little 
or no self‑confidence or self‑reliance, would be apt to have 
an Instinctive Mind ready and ripe for the entrance of such 
hurtful thought‑waves or thought‑forms. All the conjurations, 

“spells,” etc., of the voodoos, “witches,” conjurers, etc., etc., have 
no efficacy beyond the thought sent out with their use—and 
the thought is made more powerful because it is concentrated 
by means of the rites, ceremonies, “spells,” images, etc., of 
the unholy devotees of Black Magic. But it would be just as 
powerful if concentrated by some other means. But, no matter 
how concentrated or sent forth, it can have no effect unless the 
Instinctive Mind is ready to receive and assimilate it, and act 
upon it. The man or woman “who knows” need have no fear of 
these practices. In fact, the very reading of this lesson will clear 
away from many minds the receptivity which might have, or 
has had, allowed them to be influenced to a greater or lesser 
extent by the selfish thoughts of others. This, mind you, not 
because of any virtue in this lesson (we are claiming nothing of 
the sort), but merely because the reading of it has caused the 
student’s mind to awaken to its own power, and to assert itself.
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Remember, the mind attracts only such thoughts as are 
harmonious with its own thoughts—and the Instinctive Mind 
is influenced against its own interests, only when its owner has 
admitted his own weakness and lack of ability to master and 
guard it. You must guard your own Instinctive Mind, and assert 
your master and ownership of it, as, otherwise, that ownership 
may be asserted, claimed and usurped by others more masterful 
than yourself. You have the strength and power necessary 
within you, if you but assert it. It is yours for the asking—why 
don’t you demand it? You may awaken the “I” consciousness 
and develop it by the power of assertion, which will aid in its 
unfoldment. We will have more to say on this point in the 
following pages.

We will now consider the third form of Psychic Influence, 
which is known as Mesmerism, Hypnotism, etc. We can 
merely touch upon that subject here, as its varied forms and 
phenomena would fill books, if spread out. But we think we can 
make it clear to you in a few words, as you have followed our 
thoughts in this and the preceding lessons.

The first thing to remember is that Mesmerism or Hypnotism 
is but a combination of the two methods just mentioned, 
plus a greater amount of Prana projected with the Personal 
Suggestion or Thought‑Wave. In other words, the Suggestion or 
Thought‑Wave becomes charged with Prana to a greater degree 
than is ordinarily the case, and becomes as much stronger than 
the ordinary suggestion or thought‑wave, as a thought‑form is 
stronger than an ordinary thought‑wave. In short, mesmerism 
or hypnotism is practically the bathing of the person in a flow 
of thought‑forms, kept stimulated and active by a constant 
supply of Prana, which has in such cases often been called “the 
mesmeric fluid.” And, another thing to remember is that no 
person can be mesmerized or hypnotised unless his Instinctive 
Mind is unguarded or without its proper master, unless the 
person agrees to be mesmerized and actually consents to it. So 
that, in the end, it comes down to the fact that no person need 
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be mesmerized or hypnotised unless he is willing or unless he 
believes that he may be, which is the same thing in the end. 
Mesmerism has its uses in the hands of the advanced occultist 
who understands its laws, but in the hands of those ignorant 
of its proper use it is a thing to be avoided. Be careful about 
allowing yourself to be hypnotised by the ignorant pretender. 
Assert your own power, and you may accomplish for yourself 
all that anyone else can, on the same plane.

We have, in the brief space at our disposal, touched upon the 
various forms of Psychic Influence, and may have an opportunity 
at some future time of going deeper into the subject with you. 
But we trust that we have said enough to give you at least a 
general knowledge of the subject, and have at the same time 
given you a timely warning and caution. We will conclude by 
saying something to you about the “I” consciousness and its 
development, which we trust you will read with the attention it 
merits, and will put into practice that which is indicated.

There is, of course, a still higher form of consciousness than 
the “I” consciousness—the spiritual consciousness which 
causes one to be aware of his relation to, and connection 
with, the source of all power. And those possessing this 
higher consciousness are far beyond the influence of Psychic 
Influence of others, for they are surrounded with an aura which 
repels vibrations on a lower plane. Such do not need the “I” 
consciousness, as it is included in their higher consciousness. But 
those on the mental plane of development (and but few of us 
have progressed further) will find it well to develop and unfold 
their consciousness of the “I”—the sense of individuality. You 
will be aided in this by carrying in mind, and meditating often, 
that you are a real being—that you are an Ego—a bit of the 
Universal Life set apart as an individual that you may work out 
your part of the Universal Plan, and progress to higher forms of 
manifestation. That you are independent of the body, and only 
use same as an instrument—that you are indestructible, and 
have eternal life—that you cannot be destroyed by fire, water 
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or anything else which the physical man looks upon as a thing 
which will “kill” him—that no matter what becomes of your 
body you will survive. You are a soul, and have a body. (Not 
that you are a body having a soul, as most persons think and 
act upon.) Think of yourself as an independent being, using the 
body as a convenience. Cultivate the feeling of immortality and 
reality, and you will gradually begin to realize that you really 
exist and will always exist, and Fear will drop from you like a 
discarded cloak, for Fear is really the thought weakening the 
ill‑guarded Instinctive Mind—once get rid of Fear, and the rest 
is easy. We have spoken of this matter in “Science of Breath,” 
under the title of “Soul Consciousness,” on page 86. In the same 
book, on page 76, under the title “Forming an Aura,” we have 
hinted at a plan whereby weak and fearful persons may protect 
themselves while they are building up a sure foundation of 
self‑confidence and strength. The affirmation or mantram 
which has proven of more benefit than any other in these cases 
is the positive assertion of “I am,” which expresses a truth and 
tends to a mental attitude which is taken up by the Instinctive 
Mind and renders it more positive to others, and less liable to 
be affected by suggestions, etc. The mental attitude expressed 
by “I am” will surround you with a thought aura, which will act 
as a shield and a protection, until such time as you have fully 
acquired the higher consciousness, which carries with it a sense 
of self‑confidence and assurance of strength.

From this point you will gradually develop into that 
consciousness which assures you that when you say “I,” you 
do not speak only of the individual entity, with all its strength 
and power, but know that the “I” has behind it the power and 
strength of the Spirit, and is connected with an inexhaustible 
supply of force, which may be drawn upon when needed. Such 
a one can never experience Fear—for he has risen far above it. 
Fear is the manifestation of weakness, and so long as we hug 
it to us and make a bosom friend of it, we will be open to the 
influences of others. But by casting aside Fear we take several 
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steps upward in the scale, and place ourselves in touch with 
the strong, helpful, fearless, courageous thought of the world, 
and leave behind us all the old weaknesses and troubles of the 
old life.

When man learns that nothing can really harm him, Fear 
seems a folly. And when man awakens to a realization of his real 
nature and destiny, he knows that nothing can harm him, and 
consequently Fear is discarded.

It has been well said, “There is nothing to fear, but Fear,” 
and in this epigram is concealed a truth which all advanced 
occultists will recognize. The abolishing of Fear places in the 
hands of Man a weapon of defense and power which renders 
him almost invincible. Why do you not take this gift which is 
so freely offered you? Let your watchwords be: “I am,” “I am 
fearless and free.”

Mantram and Meditation.
The Mantram for the month is “I am.”
When you say “I am” you assert the reality of your existence—

not the mere reality of the physical existence, which is but 
temporary and relative—but your real existence in the Spirit, 
which is not temporary or relative, but is eternal and absolute. 
You are asserting the reality of the Ego—the “I.” The real “I” is 
not the body, but is the Spirit principle which is manifesting in 
body and mind. The real “I” is independent of the body, which 
is but a vehicle for its expression—it is indestructible and 
eternal. It cannot die nor become annihilated. It may change 
the form of its expression, or the vehicle of manifestation—but 
it is always the same “I”—a bit of the great ocean of Spirit—a 
spiritual atom manifesting in your present consciousness along 
the lines of spiritual unfoldment. Do not think of your soul as 
a thing apart from you, for you are the soul, and all the rest is 
transitory and changeable. Picture yourself in your mind as an 
entity apart from, and independent of, the body, which is but 
your shell—realize that it is possible for you to leave the body, 
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and still be you. During a part of your period of meditation 
mentally ignore the body entirely, and you will find that you 
will gradually awaken to a sense of the independent existence 
of your soul—yourself—and come to a consciousness of your 
real nature.

The student should endeavor to give a few moments each 
day to silent meditation, finding as quiet a place as possible, 
and then lying or sitting in an easy position, relaxing every 
muscle of the body and calming the mind. Then when the 
proper conditions are observed he will experience that peculiar 
sensation of calmness and quiet which will indicate that he is 

“entering the silence.” Then he should dwell upon the subject 
given for meditation, repeating the Mantram in order to 
impress the meaning upon his mind. At such times he will 
receive more or less inspiration from his Spiritual Mind, and 
will feel stronger and freer all day.

The Mantram for this month, if clearly understood and 
impressed upon the consciousness, will give to the student an 
air of quiet dignity and calm manifestation of power which will 
have its effect upon people with whom he comes in contact. It 
will surround him with a thought aura of strength and power. 
It will enable him to cast off fear and to look the world of men 
and women calmly in the eyes, knowing that he is an eternal 
soul, and that naught can really harm him. A full realization 
of “I am” will cause fear to fade away, for why should the Spirit 
fear anything?—nothing can harm it. We urge the cultivation 
of this state of consciousness upon our students. It will lift you 
above the petty worries, hates, fears, and jealousies of the lower 
mental states, and will cause you to be men and women “of the 
Spirit” in reality. You will find that the result will be felt by those 
with whom you come in contact. There is an undefinable aura 
surrounding these people of the “I am” consciousness which 
causes them to be respected by the world around them.
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Class Notes.
We beg to call the attention of those of our students who 

have changed their addresses, or who contemplate doing 
so, to the fact that the Post Office does not forward printed 
matter unless the extra postage for the forwarding is paid. 
Letters are forwarded without extra postage, but unless the 
extra postage is paid upon printed matter it is sent to the Dead 
Letter Office. We are constantly in receipt of complaints from 
subscribers who say they cannot understand why they have 
not received certain issues of these lessons, and who seem to 
think that the trouble is caused by some carelessness in our 
mailing department. Investigation frequently shows that the 
subscribers have removed and have failed to notify us, and 
consequently their lessons go to the Dead Letter Office to be 
destroyed. A little care will save the student (and ourselves) 
much trouble. In notifying us of a change of address be sure 
to give the old address as well as the new. We index by states, 
and if a man in Iowa moves to Kansas, and merely writes us to 
change his address to the Kansas town or city, without naming 
the Iowa town, we are compelled to hunt over each state until 
we find him—a task which consumes very much time. Then 
again, if you have changed your address for the summer and 
have notified us, do not forget to again notify us when you 
return to your winter home, again giving both addresses.

• • •
We have received a number of letters during the past few 

months which illustrate the workings of the Law of Attraction, 
leading to the realization of a desire for occult knowledge—
an illustration of the workings of the law which answers the 
mental appeal that “Mine own shall come to me” One of our 
correspondents states that he went to the post‑office in his 
little town, and wishing to make a memorandum of a business 
matter which he feared might escape his memory, he picked up 
a piece of paper from the waste‑paper basket. It was an envelope, 
torn in two, which had enclosed one of our circulars advertising 
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the Class Course. As he picked it up the torn halves of the 
circular fluttered to the floor, bringing into view the red‑letter 
lines “Yogi” and “Oriental.” This aroused his curiosity, and he 
picked up the other portion of the torn circular and placed the 
torn halves side by side and read the contents. He at once felt 
that this was just what he had been looking for for years, and 
he procured a money order before leaving the office and sent 
us his application for membership He has since become a most 
enthusiastic student and has procured us many other students 
from his circle of friends. Another student writes us that his 
first knowledge of our work was gained by his having picked up 
one or our lessons along the line of a transcontinental railroad 
while on a camping vacation, the lesson having evidently 
been blown from the window of a passing train, upon which 
was evidently one of our students. He read the lesson to pass 
away an idle hour, and found that it was what he “had always 
thought,” and he lost no time in “making connections.” many of 
similar instance are brought to our notice every once in a while. 
One’s “own” often comes to him in a strange manner

Circle Work.
Our reference to the formation of local circles within the 

Class has brought forth a number of letters from our students. 
A number of them have formed little Circles among their 
friends who are members of the Class, and much benefit and 
pleasure has been derived from the co‑operative work and 
study. But a great variety of plans have been suggested by these 
different Circles, the opinions of the members apparently being 
quite diverse. Some wish us to adopt this form of conducting 
the Circles, and others wish that form, and so on, each having 
(very properly) his or her own idea of the way in which the 
Circles should be conducted and managed in order to get the 
best results. On the other hand, a number of our students have 
suggested to us that any attempt on our part to regulate or 
direct the Circle work would only result in the formation of an 
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organization, to which idea a great number are firmly opposed, 
believing that organizations are apt to grow into “cults” or 

“churches,” and that such crystallization will only result in 
stagnation and a narrowness—the formation of “creeds” and 
the promulgation of dogmas. We are inclined to agree with 
this last named class, although we think the danger is less than 
they suppose. Our idea has always been to keep away from any 
attempt at organization, or anything which might seem to tend 
in that direction. We believe so thoroughly in the supremacy 
of the “individual” and in the utmost freedom of thought and 
opinion, that any attempt at organizing our students into a 

“cult” or “church” would be quite impossible on our part. We 
have, in the ranks or our students, people of all shades of belief 
and opinion—members of nearly every religious denomination, 
in fact, many clergymen of all denominations—and many 
people who  are not connected with any denomination at all. 
We also have persons belonging to  number of organizations, 
and “cults,” all of whom feel at home in our ranks, knowing that 
we recognize Truth in all, but do not believe that any one set 
of people have all the Truth. In view of these facts, we have 
deemed it best to announce that The Yogi Publication Society 
and those behind it will exercise no kind of control or direction 
over any Circles which may be formed by its students. The 
Circle members must make their own rules and regulations, 
and must conduct their meetings as they see best. They may 
use our Lessons entirely, or they may combine our work with 
that of other writers—let them seek Truth wherever they find it, 
and use that which seems fitted to their needs, whether it is our 
work or that of others. Our work blends with that of a number 
of other teachers—touching one at this point and another at 
that one. Our students are a union of individuals, and we wish 
to keep them so—we have no idea or desire to form a “cult” 
or “church”—there are enough without it. Let every man form 
his own cult—if he desires. Truth is free and thought must be 
also free—rules, dogmas and “creeds” are apt to cramp. So let 
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our students understand our position—let them form their 
Circles and manage them themselves—free from our control 
or direction. We will be with each of them in thought and spirit. 
But we do not ask our students to “belong” to anything.

“Hatha Yoga.”
Our long promised book, “Hatha Yoga,” by Yogi Ramacharaka, 

is rapidly approaching completion. A portion of its pages are in 
the hands of the printers, and the remaining portion will be 
furnished them by the time this lesson reaches our students. 
We expect to have the book ready for delivery on or about 
August 1. The book will occupy a unique position among books 
along these lines, inasmuch as it will be in a class by itself, just 
as is “Science of Breath.” Like the last mentioned book, it will 
be “different” from other books, and will stand out as distinct 
from other books on Oriental occultism. This chiefly because 
there has been practically nothing “worth while” ever written 
on the subject of “Hatha Yoga,” which, as our students know, 
is one branch of the Yogi philosophy—that branch which has 
to do with the development, care and training of the physical 
body. There have been many and valuable books written on 
the other branches of “Yoga,” but this subject of Hatha Yoga 
has been dismissed with a few words or a brief reference. This 
is largely due to the fact that in India there exists a horde of 
ignorant mendicants of the lower fakir class, who pose as Hatha 
Yogis, but who have not the slightest idea of the underlying 
principles of that great branch of the Yogi philosophy. They 
content themselves with obtaining control over some of the 
involuntary muscles of the body, thereby acquiring certain 
abnormal “tricks,” which they exhibit to amuse and entertain 
(or disgust) Western travelers. Some of their feats are quite 
wonderful, when regarded from the standpoint of curiosity, 
and the performers would be worthy applicants for the “dime 
museums” of America, indeed, their feats being very similar to 
those performed by some of the Western “freaks.” These people 
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are regarded with pity by the real Yogis, to whom Hatha Yogi 
is an important branch of their philosophy. It is true that the 
Yogi philosophy leads one to higher things and teaches the real 
and higher nature of man, but it does not commit the error 
of certain schools of Western thought and deny the existence 
of the body, or teach that the body is unworthy of serious 
consideration and fit only for neglect. On the contrary, the Yogi 
philosophy teaches that they body is a very real thing, and is 
necessary for his development and progress in this particular 
stage of his evolution. This being so, they teach that the care 
and development of the body is a most worthy task, for with an 
unhealthy and imperfectly developed body the mind of man 
cannot function properly, nor can the physical instrument be 
properly used to the best advantage of its master, the Spirit. 
The Yogi insists that the body be brought under the perfect 
control of the mind—that the instrument be finely tuned so as 
to be responsive to the hand of the master. But the Yogi knows 
that the highest degree of responsiveness on the part of the 
body can be obtained only when the body is properly cared for, 
nourished and developed. The highly trained body must first 
of all be a strong, healthy body. For these reasons the yogi pays 
such great attention and care to this side of his nature, and for 
the same reason the Oriental system of physical culture forms 
a part of the Yogi science of Hatha Yoga. The Western physical 
culturist develops his body for his body’s sake, believing that 
the body is He. The Yogi develops the body knowing it to be 
but the instrument for the use of the real part of himself, and 
solely that he may perfect the instrument to the end that it be 
used in the work of Soul growth. The physical culturist contents 
himself with mere mechanical movements for developing the 
muscles. The Yogi throws Mind into the task, and develops not 
only the muscle, but every organ, cell, and part of his body as 
well.

In this new book we have endeavored to state in plain, simple 
English the fundamental principles of this great branch of the 
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Yogi philosophy. Some of the things taught will be more or less 
familiar to the Western readers, although the Yogi explanation 
will throw new light upon the subject and show the real reason 
for that which has puzzled the student before. But there will 
be much that is new to the Western reader in this book. It will 
be a plain, homely sort of book, which does not indulge in 
fine phrases or beautiful writing—but it gets “right down to 
business” (to use the Western phrase, which so aptly expresses 
the Western habit of thought) and goes right to the point. It 
tells its readers how to do things, and the reason for doing them. 
It gives directions, exercises, plans, etc. In this respect it is the 
same sort of book that “Science of Breath” is. We do not deem 
it wise to publish a list of contents, or index, until the book is 
copyrighted, as such a list would give the key to its scope and 
general plan, which might be taken advantage of by some who 
are not scrupulous about such matters—not our students, but 
some outsiders who keep themselves posted on forthcoming 
works and endeavor to anticipate them by the information 
gained from advance announcements. In due time we will 
give a table of contents in the monthly lessons. We may safely 
say, however, that this book will contain information which, if 
followed and practiced, will enable a man to get well and to 
stay well, unless he is afflicted with some organic trouble which 
has progressed too far. It is not a “doctor‑book,” and contains 
nothing about medicine, nor is it designed as a treatise upon 
the cure of disease. Its keynote is the healthy man,  and its idea 
is to help the average man to conform to the standard of that 
healthy man. But it believes that that which will keep a man 
healthy will tend to restore health to those who have lost it. It 
preaches a sane, normal, simple manner of life and living which, 
if followed, cannot but help to benefit those who study it. It 
keeps close to nature and advises a return to natural methods 
in preference to those which have grown up along with our 
artificial habits of living. We know that our students will like 
this book, and we have no hesitation in recommending it to 
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them, even though we happen to be its publishers. It will be 
sold for one dollar, but it will cost members of the Class but 
fifty cents, net, after deducting the Class discount. Advance 
orders may be placed at once, and the orders will be filled in 
the order of their receipt, as soon as the book leaves the press. 
We will appreciate advance orders, as they will enable us to fill 
the Class demand before the general sale of the book begins. 
Application blank and return envelope is enclosed in this 
lesson. Sign the Application Blank, enclose fifty cents, place in 
the envelope, stamp and send us, and we will do the rest. We 
will return your money if the book doesn’t suit you.

Agency Work.
We wish to call the attention of those who have been 

securing new members for the Class, and new purchasers for 
our books—also those who may wish to take up such work—
to a new plan of selling these publications, etc. This is a new 
idea, and is a genuinely attractive offer, which will be taken 
advantage of by hundreds of people to whom it is presented, 
so we suggest that you write us about it, if you feel like doing 
anything in the direction of selling our publications. It gives the 
purchaser the opportunity of getting nearly double the value 
of his money, and still leaves the agent a good comission for his 
trouble. When you write, ask us for particulars regarding “The 
New Combination Agency Plan,” and please enclose a two‑cent 
stamp for postage.

 Yogi Publication Society,
 4000 Cottage Grove Avenue,
 Chicago, Ill.


